In 2015, an upsurge in acute HIV-1 subtype B infections was observed in Ireland among people who inject drugs, the majority of whom was homeless. The epidemiological investigation identified a significant association with injection of a new cathinone derivative, colloquially known as 'snow blow'. Concatenated HIV-1 polymerase and protease partial gene sequences (881 nucleotides; *n* = 48) were aligned with all subtype B patient sequences analysed at the NVRL from 2000 to 2015 (*n* = 918) and appropriate reference sequences using Bioedit v7.05. A neighbour-joining guide tree was constructed under a Kimura-2-Parameter model. Directed by this initial analysis, a maximum likelihood tree was constructed with a smaller number of more related Irish reference sequences (*n* = 274) under a HKY model of evolution and a gamma distribution. Statistical support was provided by bootstrapping with 1,000 replicates. Trees were constructed using PAUP\* software version 4.0 beta10 and Mega version 7. The sequences from cases under investigation clustered within larger transmission networks of Irish people who inject drugs. More refined phylogenetic analyses confirmed that 79 per cent of the cases fell into four distinct clusters; cluster 1 (*n* = 16), cluster 2 (*n* = 16), cluster 3 (*n* = 3), and cluster 4 (*n* = 3), with high bootstrap support for each cluster (\>75 per cent). There were ten outliers which branched outside the four clusters. The phylogenetic analysis largely supported the epidemiological investigation and the majority of epidemiologically linked cases were found to be contained within the same genetic clusters. In addition, this analysis identified two further possible cases and also eliminated three more 'cases' from the outbreak. The present study highlighted the integral role that real-time phylogenetic analyses can play alongside extensive epidemiological investigations, assisting the clarification of epidemiological case definitions in temporal transmission network in a HIV outbreak investigation.
